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The invariant theory of binary forms was a central topic in algebra 
toward the end of the last century and it has attracted new attention 
recently as part of the revival of a more computational approach to 
algebra. 
Here we present a variation of a computation made by T. A. Springer 
[Sp] which gives an explicit formula for the Poincare series of binary 
forms. In the second part we propose an algorithm for the computation of 
the Poincare series which has been used to compute some examples. These 
examples lead to some conjectures presented in Sections 2 and 3 (which 
have already been proposed by Dixmier in CD]). 
For simplicity we restrict the computation to the even degree. 
1. THE POINCARB SERIES 
1.1. Let V, be the space of homogeneous polynomials in two variables 
of degree n. This is an II + l-dimensional representation of the group 
GL(2, C). 
Let R, denote the ring of polynomials on V,, GL(n + 1, C) acts on R,, 
and if r is a subgroup we denote by Rf the subring of invariants. 
Classical invariant theory studies in particular the case r= SL(2, C) or 
equivalently SU(2, C). 
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The ring I?:’ is graded and our problem is to ehermine ifs Poincart 
series 
pl.(t) = f dim( ;)I7 1”. 
h = 0 
If r is a compact group one can use the 
the matrix of the representation am.3 the integral is over a 
aar measure. 
The formula can be transformed by the eyl integration formula to a3 
integration over a maximal torus T as 
I det(l-p(~)~‘f)A(z)dz, 7 
where A(z) is the appropriate Weyl factor. 
In the case of I-=SU(2, C) we have T= SU(I, C)= {z=~*~‘~I/E 
and A(z) = (2 -z* - z-2)/2. 
For z E T the matrix p(z) is diagonal with entries zC~+‘~ Ior k = 0, -.., r-i; 
thus the integral to be performed is 
or in the language of complex analysis: 
e wish to compute this by partial fractions and the residue theorem 
1.2. irst let us restrict, for simplicit to the case n = 2p, Since om 
easily sees that j: f(z’) c4q5 = i; f(z) dqi w 
X 
k=l 
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We set ik = e2niik and have 
fi (l-z”t)(l-zkt+)= fi ~~1(1-5:t”k~)(l-i~it~l’*z). 
k=l k=l j=O 
Let A indicate the inverse of the last product; we develop it in partial 
fractions as 
where b, and ckj will be explicited when needed. 
As far as the integral is concerned we have, assuming 1 tI < 1 and p 3 2 
(p = 1 is trivial), 
(1 -[,ctUk-[;jt-Ilk), 
Let us study the term 
k-l 
,=O 
recalling now that 
= fi (1 -j.$‘+hlk)(l -~~t-‘+“l”)(l pt2)k. 
h=l h#k 
Let us now consider IV= I.c.m.(k) and, in the fraction field of the ring of 
formal power series in t , ‘IN the automorphism cN: tllN + (,t’lN and the 
operator Tr: (l/N) c,?;’ CJ’,. 
On the subfield of power series in t’lk the operator Tr equals 
l/k CT:,! cr$. We see thus that the integral is I= Tr(J), where 
J=2t”jl-t)(l-t’),c, (-lJp+l f tP(p+1)12k(2_t~lk_t~llk) 
x f-r (1 _ tl+W-l (1 _ t-‘+Wk)--l, 
h=lh#k 
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1.3, We wish to further manipulate the expression of J. For this VW 
remark that 1 - tr’ +h!k = 1 - t((hpk)/k) for h <k can be written as 
(-l)r ((h-- k)‘k)( 1 - tcckph)lk)). Note if /z runs from 1 to p and h # k then 
h + k runs frcm k + 1 to k + p and is different from 2k. And if iz ru 
k + I to p then 11 -k runs from 1 to p-k. And finaBly when 12 runs hm 
1 to k- 1, k-h runs from 1 to k- 1. Tkus 
P 
(I - t)(l - t2) (l-t 
! +hlk)(l _ 1 i +h;k) 
= (_ I)“- 1 t((‘-kU2) (1 - +) (1 - t”‘“), 
h = 1 h = 1 
and in conclusion 
h=l h = 1 
where E(p, k) = (p -k + 2)(p - k - 1)/2k. 
In the next section we see bow this formula can be use 
computations. 
2.1. f we denote by Jk the expression 
with 
(p k) .= t(P--k+2)(p--k- 1)/7-k f > . or 1 <k<p-I and (p, p) := (1 - fC”.“), 
then 
J=&1)P f (-l)“-‘.Jk 
k=l 
e assume throughout the following that p 3 2.) want to manipuIate 
in such a way that the denominator of Sk bet es a polynomial in t. 
(1 -th:k)-l = 
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we obtain 
Recall that on the subfield of power series in t’lk the operator Tr equals 
(l/k) Cy:,l ai. It is now easy to see that 
Since the denominator D, of Jk = Nk/Dk, in the expression above, is a 
polynomial in t we have Tr(J,) = Tr(Nk)/Dk. Note that if we expand N,, 
then in the expansion all powers of t with nonzero coefficients are strictly 
greater than -1, so Tr(N,) is a polynomial. 
2.2. We want to find a suitable common denominator for the Jk’s. 
(A different proof of the following Lemma can be found in [D, Props. 1.1 
and 2.11.) 
LEMMA. (a) Zf p is even, then g, := nyzp2’ (1 - th) is a common 
denominator for the Jk)s. 
(b) If p is odd, then g, :=(l + t)n~=T2’ (1 -th) is a common 
denominator for the Jk’s. 
ProoJ: For p odd note that 
P-1 P-1 
(1 -t-lip) C t2jlp ( > = -t-l/q-t) C (-ly+ , j=O ( j=O > 
and for p even one has 
(1 -t-l/P) (1:; tq;;; PjfJJj 
= -tpl"(l - [')(I -p/p+ p/P) ( y2 t6JjP). 
Hence we obtain for p even 
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and for p odd 
P-1 
J,= --t-VP c 
( J=O 
X 
Blow assume that k < p. Denote by 
d. Let m(a, b) be the numbe 
= @2PP2 
1 





&=@2p--@r;l(2P--L2)+i MOP- i,d) 
d 
d>3 
It is easy to see that 
d/2k and dlp-kom(p+k,d)+m(p-k,d)>m(2p-1,d) 
em(p+k, dj+,m(p-k, d)=m(?.p- 1, d)t 1. 
For N, we can write 
X 
h=2,h#k.2k 
= WP, k) d d 





Let Jk = Nklk)k, where Nk and l3h are obtained 
Qd, d> 3, if dl X, and further by 
cyclotonic polynomials, i.e., Llk = 
we see md <m(2p- 1, d) for da3 
481/133/2-17 
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and only if k is even and hence m, < m(2p - 1,2), which proves Dk / g,. If 
p is odd, then 21 p-k if and only if k is odd, and hence m, = 
m(2p - 1,2) + 1, which proves 0; / g,. 
Remark. Note again if we write Jk= f/g,, resp., Jk= f/g,, then Tr(f) 
is a polynomial. 
2.3. We now want to describe an algorithm to compute pr(t). For p 
even set h = g, and for p odd let h be a function of the form 
n(h) 
h= n (1-t”) and go I h. 
i=l 
Then f = h Ter(J) is a polynomial, and by Section 1 we know p,(t) = f/h. 
Using (1) it is easy to see that for all k the terms Jk satisfy the equation 
J&l)= kt2p+’ Jk(t). Since the substitution t H t-’ commutes with the 
trace operator Tr we see that pr(tP’) = 5 t2pf ‘pr(t). Hence f is a polyno- 
mial of degree d with 
2n-1 n(h) 
d= c i-2n-lforpeven and d= 1 hi-2n-lforpodd. 
i=2 i=l 
If we fix h and write the J,‘s as product of power series, to compute f
it suffices to compute only the products truncated at the power d. Here for 
p=Ci~oaitc’, q=Ciaobitd’, and r=pq=C. 2aO u~P with ci, di, vi E Q, we 
set 
Trunc,(pq) = Trunc,(r) := c u~P. 
i20 
“I <d 
Let Jk be defined by 
p+k [( d+ 1)/h] + 1 
Jk := Trunc, WP, k) Trunc, n c 
tih/k 
h=2 i=O ! 
p-k [(kd+ 1)/h] + 1 
x Trunc, n 1 tihlk 
h=2 i=O 
then 
f =(-l)PTruncd 5 i (-l)“-‘Tr(.r,)). 
k=l 
Now by the description of the operator Tr in 2.1, to take the trace of s’, 
is the same as to change in 1, all coefficients of ~o~i~tegra~ powers of i 
more careful analysis of the exponents in the definition of J,< shcws 
that in general the upper bound of the sums can be choosen smakr than 
[(kd+ 1)/h] + 1 because of the multiplication with (P2 kh ne can 
ftu-tber reduce the amount of computation by using the symmetry in the 
coef~~~~~ts off, given by the fact that the ring of invariants is Gorenstein 
in this case. 
2.4. The algorithm described above has been used to corn 
help of a computer) for the ring of invariants of 
ree 4, 8, 12, . . . . 32, 36, It turned out that in all these ses the numerator 
pr (for the special choice of g, as a denominator j 
only nonnegative coefficients. This suggests the follow 
Conjectures (Dixmier [ (a) The generating function for the ring of 
invariants of binary form degree 4i can be written as f/g,, where J” is a 
polynomial with only nonnegative coefficients. 
e ring of invariants of binary forms of degree 4: i 3 I, contains 
uence ,f2, . . . . f2n _ , with deg fk = k. 
f course (b) implies (a). In the following section we want to describe 
a possible candidate for this regular sequence. 
k. I?. Eaurent has recently verified the conjectures 2.2(i)-(m) in 
e 
bina;:: 
ich implies in particular that the Conjecture (a) above is true for 
forms of degree 4i, i = 1, . . . . 21. 
3. SOME REMARKABLE 
3.1. The following construction of SI,-invariants for binary forms is due 
Consider the tensor product V’, 0 k/, 
we can identi 
as ~~*-representation into the ect sum V,$ V2@ I,. 8 VzP,~ 
if n = 2~ is even, then for every 3 p we can consider VT, as an 
,-stable subspace of End( V,). In the classical language the i~e~ti~eatio~ 
of a form f of degree n with an e~domor~b~sm of forms of degree m has 
en denoted as “Uberschiebung,” i.e., if g is a form of degree m then the 
m fS, gl,, obtained as tke pth tiberschiebung of f and g is (u 
constants) equal to f(g), where here we consi erf as an e~dornor~~i~~~ of 
V,,, via the embedding V,, 4 End( Vm). 
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3.2. The restrictions of the SZ( I/,)-invariants on End( V,) give rise to 
SZ,-invariants on V,. The image of Sl, under the representation map in 
GZ( V,) is either contained in SO( V,) or Sp( V,). In both cases End( V,) 
has a decomposition into S*V, @ A’ V,, which is stable under the 
induced S1,-action. Note that, if p and m are both odd or both even, then 
V, is contained in S2( V,), else V, is contained in A’( V,). It is well known 
that the restrictions of the SZ( Vm)-invariants on End( V,) of odd degree to 
A’( V,) vanish, hence the restrictions of these invariants also vanish on V, 
if either p is odd and m is even or vice versa. 
For a matrix AEM,-~, let J;:(A) be the coefficient of An-lpi in 
det(A - Ud), i= 1, . . . . n - 1. It is well known that the functions fi, . . . . f, ~ i 
generate the ring of SZ( V,-,)-invariants on End( V,-,). We have been able 
to show that the restrictions of the invariants f2, . . . . fn ~ i to V, are algebrai- 
cally independent for n = 4, 8, . . . . 24, the case IZ = 4 being trivial since the 
restrictions of the invariants f2, f3 generate the ring of SZ,-invariants. In the 
other cases we have shown (with the help of the computer) that the 
differential of the map V, -+ CnP2, v + (f*(v), . . . . fn ~ 1(v)) is surjective at 
the point ~~+(~ni)x~+iy~~~+y~, which then implies the algebraic 
independence. 
3.3. It seems that ,there is no obvious relation between the 
SZ,-invariants obtained by embedding of V, into End( V,) and End( V,,) 
for m # m’. For example the space of invariants of degree 4 of binary forms 
of degree 12 has dimension 3 and is generated by the restrictions to V,, of 
the two degree 4 invariants of SZ( V,) on End( V,) and the restrictions of the 
two degree 4 invariants of SZ( V,,) on End( V,,). 
3.4. In this section we assume that n = 2p with p even. Consider V,, 
embedded into End( V,-,). Clearly the degree 1 invariant of SI( V,- *) 
restricted to V, vanishes. The remaining invariants f2, . . . . fnp 1 are of degree 
2, . . . . n - 1. Comparing this with the conjecture above leads to the following 
conjecture: 
Conjecture (Dixmier [ID]). The restrictions of the invariants f2, . . . . f,- 1 
to V, are a system of parameters. 
It is well known that a set of invariants g,, . . . . g,-, is a system of 
parameters iff the zero set of the ideal generated by these invariants is 
exactly the set of unstable points (i.e., is the set of those v E V,, such that 
0 is in the closure of the orbit SI, . v). Hence in our case the conjecture 
above can be reformulated in the following way: A form fin V, is a null 
form iff f is nilpotent (considered as an endomorphism of V+,). 
3.5. For n = 4 the conjecture is true, since the ring of invariants is a 
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ial ring with the restrictions of the invariants j’;, f3 as generators. 
8 Shioda ([Sh]) has shown that there exists a regular sequence 
gz3 . . . . g, such that the degree of gj is i Since the restrictions of the 
functions fi, . . . . f, are algebraically indepen 
the ideals generated by the g, and the restrictions of the j; are the same. 
ewe the restrictions of the fi, . . . . f7 are a regular sequence. This has also 
own by Dixmier CD] indepen 
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